"Ray, Ernie & Pete do a great job on the Bulletin week after week. You cert inly have my thanks."  - Clayton Woodward - Palmer, Alaska - 99645

**SPECIALS**

Feb. 15 - 24  K R H D* 1350 Duncan, Oklahoma  250/100  Bet. 1-5:30  PoP TEST
Sun. Feb. 16  W A G F* 1320 Dothan, Alabama-  1,000  1:01 - 8:00  NRC
Mon. Feb. 17  W T O L* 1230 Toledo, Ohio  250  3:00 - 3:30  NRC
17  W G S S* 1490 Amsterdam, New York  250  4:00 - 5:00  NRC
Wed. Feb. 19  K M E D 1440 Medford, Oregon (tentative)  5,000  4:00 - 4:30  NRC
Thu. Feb. 20  W L I L* 730 Lenoir City, Tennessee  1,000  12:01 - 12:30  f/c-NRC
Sat. Feb. 22  K B R C* 1430 Mount Vernon, Washington  5,000  3:01 - 3:30  NRC
Mon. Feb. 24  W A R O* 540 Carsonsburg, Pennsylvania  250  12:01 - 12:30  T E S T
     24  W F A F W* 940 Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin  250  1:01- 1:30  T E S T
     3:00 - 3:30  T E S T
Wed. Feb. 26  W B N E* 1000 Charlotte Amalie, V.I.  1,000  3:00 - ???  NRC
Mon. Mar. 9  K X L W 1320 Clayton, Missouri  1,000  2 or 3 - ??  test
Mon. Mar. 16  W V C E* 1520 Bel Air, Maryland  250  4:00 - 4:30  T E S T
Mon. Mar. 23  W D L E 1150 Wilmington, Delaware  5,000  4:00 - 5:30  N N R C

**Important! SEE PAGE 9 FOR ANY LATE TIPS ON SPECIALS AS THIS WAS TYPED**

**ONE DAY BEFORE DEADLINE DATE. ALSO SEE THAT PAGE, AND BELOW, FOR NEWS OF THE UP-COMING SPECIAL TESTS.**

K M E D. No word at this time as to whether this program will materialize. Anyway, look for KMED as shown above, and reports go to Mr. Ellis Feinstein, C.E.

W L I L. This station notified us that they have a frequency check at the time shown above, and they would like to receive DX reports on it. Of course, it comes very early in the morning when such 750 kc/s. stations as CKAC, CJWR, WLEX, CKIN, CKLG, are still on, but they use cycle tone, so maybe they will reach through to you. It is strictly a frequency check, but it is a competitively rarely DXed station. Reports to Mr. Dwight Wilkerson, Engineer. JOB FELA

K B R C. This is a station of long-standing friendship with DXers everywhere. Bert McAllister, their Chief Engineer, is a member of the NURC, and let's show him that NRC is a great outfit. Naturally, this channel is far from clear, but we hope many of you will be able to bring them in. Reports should be addressed to Mr. McAllister at KBCG, Box 240, Mount Vernon, Wash. Look for band music and many IDs, as they test their equipment with this special early morning test period. Thanks, Mr. McAllister!  - Don Erickson

An article in the N.Y. Times of Wed. 2/5 states that Station WMZO-950, Mobile, Ala. has had its license revoked due to over-commercialism & alleged forged program logs. FCC claims they had 1,500 commercials in one week. WPBA-790, Pensacola, Fla. also under same ownership, suffers a like fate, says the article, datelined Washington, 2/4.
Use the little code letters
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1010

1050

1240

1030

1360

1030

1390

K FR AMI
Robert Gray, CE

W EQB C
V. G. Brooks, CE

W DBO
Carl F. Hallberg, SM

C KPR
Miss Dorothy Hopkins, PD

W EQE I
Warren J. Stevens, CE

W VM T
Burtis W. Dean, CE

630 K GV W
Richard Gochen, CE

680 C J OB
R. V. Durie, CE

710 W GBS
E. C. Lockwood, CE

C KV M
R. Legault, M

730 C KFL C L
Spencer, Tech Div

W L I L
Dwight Wilkerson, CE

780 K SPI I
John E. Mason, CE

790 W TFAR R
Richard L. Lindell, CE

800 C KQ$L W J
Pohlmn

850 W YQ D E
James E. Gray, CE

870 K AFI M
Robert L. Lyon, CE

910 C BQO P. E. Parent

920 C KNK X
Gordon S. Redding

930 K IUP F
Frank Armstrong, PD

940 K HOS K
John P. Crawford, CE

950 W BVL I
Link D. Johnson, CE

960 C KFL S C
G. Backus, CE

K GKL
William E. Poteet, CE

970 K AKC C
Robert Hath

990 W IQB G J. Vinnauer

1010 W UNS X
Miss G. M. Bailey, SM

1050 K M I S
J. P. White, M

1090 C MHC C R.
MacDonald, CE

1150 W T P
Walter Kauffman, CE

WwFxZm
RemaxmxFmmpdxE

W BCA
Terry Hammond, CE

1210 W RaDu W T. Ballard, PD

1220 W FUA X
Lamar A. Newcomb, P, O

1230 W TQOL Joseph Weygandt, ESU

W CQOL G. Eugene Ferguson, E

W CIA H
A. E. Bell, GM

1240 W BAI R J. Hartman

W R T A
Harry William Lynn, CE

X IUL
Joseph Tenenass, CE

1250 W IRZ X
Bernard Kunze, CE

1270 K IQO X
Claude C. Douglas, E

1290 W PVA John Francioni, E

1310 W GQS A
David May, CE

1320 W KIN Joseph G. Mille, CE

W DUC S
Daniel Shaver, P, GM

1330 W HBL J
John Viney

1340 W TRN John P. Knorr

K GPC
Donald D. Schum, CE

1360 W HBG C H. E. Richardson

1370 K EEN George D. Snell, PD

W KLE W. T. Thornton, GM

C FLY
John Forrest, CE

1380 W AQG B
(Al Resnick, CE

Joseph Cooper, A

w TOB C
G. Ray Vogler, CE

1390 KrC BuC
Robert S. Brown, CE

O 1410 CFF UMN S. W. Davis, TSu

M 1420 W POP C. Donald Mackel, TSu

H 1420 W D D Y Arthur Lazarow, GM

E 1430 W LET
Virgie E. Craig, O, M

O 1440 W RQO M. H. Nelson, CE

E 1460 K R OW Terry Carter, CE

P 1470 C KeR B Roger Saulon, CG

C 1490 W RUE H. F. Ridgway, CE

T 1490 W BCB Al Donovan, CE

E 1500 W GIC Richard A. Moran, GM

J 1510 W NQC L Gerald J. Morey

6 1530 W B C B
William Shoop, CE

H 1550 W C SJ David Frank Lyer, CE

P 1560 W ReS J
Clement L. Litteauer, ExcVG

G 1580 W SVC J
Jerry Thresher, E

O 1580 W RBN E
Norman Miller, CE

B 1590 W SKD B
Dwane M. Dobbs, GH

C 1590 W KID
George P. Scharf, CE

F 1590 W KRD
Russ Salter, P

Q 1590 W N JH
David Aichelman (NRC)

H 1590 W CCR
R. D. Drescher, M

Q 1590 W CCF
Walter Davis, CE

P 1590 W AQR R
Irwin Knopp, CE

Q 1600 W CW C
Paul E. Velese, CE

H 1600 W KN Y
Ed Humbley, GM

K 1600 K LAK
James Waynes, CE

G 1600 C_RE D I T S

G 1600 C_RE D I_T S

A - G. Junak

H B - K. Butterfield

C P - H. Campbell

D P - J. Oldfield

E B - unsigned

F O - T. McCniff

G O - D. Oved

H Q - E. Johnson

I P - R. Johanne

K I - R. Johanne

More v/s on hand - next week.

We appreciate all the v/s you have been

We appreciate all the v/s you have been sending in of late, & there are some others who we hope will join in and do so also.

Please make certain of the spelling of the names, for many people are offended when they receive letters with their names misspelled. Better not to list them at all than to list them incorrectly! Please use a separate sheet of paper for your v/s, & send them along with your Musings to Brooklyn. Use the little code letters we put in the call letters when varie is not a letter:

Thank you, & see you in seven! NRC
DXing since the New Year: Finals spoiled all listening until 1/17: WBJG-1470 @ 5am s/on WRAD-1460 also @ 5 s/on. 1/20- WSEI-1550 f/c @ 2:05-2:122; WQOK-1440 @ 3:20-3:25 on ET, 1/22- WWJ-950 w/c mx @ 4:04-4:19; WKBV-1600 @ 4:40-4:42; WIXN-1600 @ 4:59-5; WKNX-1320 @ 5am s/on to 5:07 wfc/w mx. 1/27- CHNS-930 @ 2:05-2:08; XERF-1570 w/ad for Don's Record Shop in Shreveport, La. @ 2:10-2:18; WITR-790 @ 3:11-3:10; WWSF-1400 y/WWIN @ 3:30-3:40 w/march mx for NNRC DX; CFNW-1320 off @ 4:02 saying they would return at 6am. Who are they? WCUS-1350 @ 4:15-4:25; WARK-1490 w/AN show @ 4:34-4:37; WING-1410 @ 4:55 s/on. 1/31- WILS-1320 4:33-4:37. 2/3- WJCO-1510 w/TT @ 1:36-1:45 (thanks to our fine f/c list); KDEA-1020 @ 2am knowing what may have been KGES-1020 on RS; WTRY-980 noted AN; WIBG-990 on ET @ 2:02 (was off the air later); CEQ-910 w/CBC AN Show @ 2:08-2:05; WVRT-1600 testing w/organ mx: 2:26-2:30; WJBJ-1500 on ET u/KSTP @ 3:29-3:59; "JUN-1220 ray-cacs" concluding shake-down test" @ 3:52; WWF-1500 on RS for KS announcement @ 3:54-4; WWL-1600 @ 4am s/on, WESJ-1560 in SS @ 4:36-4:33; WILC-1720 @ 5am s/on; WHUN-1150 on RS @ 5:02-5:05; WKEG-550 on RS @ 5:05-5:08. w/c. nice one, from WACB (w/CMO) & Radio Americas; v/1, WECB CKWS WWJ WVIN WTAR WORV & WCMC. 73s.

Ken Murphy - 60 Plymouth Road - Glenbrook. Connecticut

It's been quite some time since I sent in a Musings but a little more time has become available so will drop a few lines on occasion. Various have been fairly good this year despite a poor start. Recent veries are WHOS-800 KEMS-1580 WINU-1510 WFL-1070 WBN-1460 CJBC-860 & WSAY-630. Still awaiting Radio Belise & from the DX shows OS KNWC & WNOG. The latest listings for which reports were sent are WJNO-1230 KWCO-1560 VOA-1196 & a number previously heard but never reported to. Also heard but not reported are BBC-1181 & positive ID of HIRI-840 as "Ondas del Caribe". Am trying to decide whether to report the CBC low power stations being heard on 1090, 1400, & other frequencies. There is no way you can be positive you heard a certain station of other low power stations are on the same frequency so you could be sending a false report. The BBC Times gives the low power relays in the various areas & now I have no way of knowing if I am hearing CBK on 1090 or is it CBLO? Then again maybe it is a low power relay I didn't know existed! Station CFSE was not heard on either of its last two Specials. Did anyone hear them? Both CBGC & CFLY returned my Canadian stamps with their veries. No U.S. station has done that for me yet this year. Would like to attend the get-together at John Sampson's but probably won't make this one. Hope everyone finishes up the DX season in great style. 73s.

Mike Bugaj - 197 Boston Road - Middletown. Connecticut - 96457.

As a new member to the NRC, I thought that I better plunge right into things. After looking over my first copy of DX NEWS, I can only say that it's tremendous. My RX is a Lafayette WX-30, & so far it's netted me veries from 24 countries, 8 provinces & 38 states, so I'm not complaining. Veries in this week from WKHJ-1130 KONO-850 Hilversum-1,746, Oldenburg-1,536 & YND-675. New stations logged are WDGY-1130 on 1/31 @ 7:00am, CKBS-1240, on 1/29 @ 5:30pm, WSNJ-1240 on 1/30 @ 6:42am, & after months of trying, KVQ-1410 on 2/1 @ 1am. I was very surprised to get a verie from Radio Moscow-1385 for my 11/24 report, since a week earlier I got a sked from them, but no verie. After that first letdown, that card came as a surprise. Does anybody have a verie from KCO-770 & how many reports do you have to send before they verify? The same question for KVDS-1190. Can anyone help? Did anybody log outlaw "GCR-1620 during the summer of 1961? They operated every Sunday night from 8-11pm, with the location announced as New York City. Programming was old rr records. I'd love to get some info on it. Here's some news. WTCI-1080 will start full time broadcasting as of 2/10, with s/off @ 10am SS to s/on @ 5am SS. There goes another frequency. Now that WEEZ-990 is off permanently the channel is clear to WLET-990, whose strength is a puny S 9x10, & HIBG-990 under. A few months ago I sent a report to Radio Lausanne-764, & later got back a card from the BBC saying that their local BCB outlets don't verify. What gives? References used here are the 1964 World Radio-TV Handbook & the VJ listing, both purchased through Gilfer Associates. Well, that's all for my first report, but I hope to have many more in the future. By the way, greetings to the other high schoolers in the NRC, especially the seniors. I'm prejudiced, because I'm one. 73s. (Welcome to the NRC, Mike, & we too hope for many reports from you. WCBR-1620 was ED-ed by the FCC; was operated by two college students who didn't know they were breaking the law - they said -EDC.

As they say in San Antonio, "KBER." "Keep Bombarding the Editors with reports!"

David Deutschn - 161 Nelson Avenue - Bronx, New York - 10453.

February 15, 1964

As I was saying before, I was interrupted last time, hope you all are having a wonderful
time listening to the DX'ers' theme song, "Electronique" by the Singing Ran. Not much
DX lately, just an FF on 1375 @ 5am, St. Pierre, yes? So will collect some random
notes.

KRLA: Appeals Court says they lose their license, & have 30 days to leave the
air after final ruling; BUT- KRLA appealed to the Supreme Court & they have not indicated
whether they will uphold the decision or hear the case. So there is question as to
whether there has been a final ruling. Don't count on KRLA to leave the air as they may petition the FCC to remain on until new owners take over, to prevent loss of service.

Map Book: Harry & get your order in for the new printing of the C.I.E. map book, now available from Smith Electronics, Inc., 8200 Snowville Road, Brecksville, Ohio. Price? Just a mere $100 - with six revisions, $250. Somehow I don't expect to be crushed by the mob. FCC has made no new AM grants since December, one application in as of 1/31, for Brookmead, Va., 1230 kc/s., 250w. Thanks to Don Erickson for the PAL Log, best of its kind I've seen.

Everybody who owns a Hammarlund RX hold up your hand! There - we have just witnessed dramatic proof that Hammarlund owners have cleaner hands, hi. Actually, you will note that more NRCers use Hammarlund than any other make, also there are more HQ-180s in use than any other model. Which demonstrates more of a "herd instinct" than anything else. Let's face it, EBC is so non-critical that beyond a certain point, no RX will show a clear dominance over another, & even an old HQ-129-X (if it's working right) will perform as well as any other RX made. Any RX with an RF stage & a crystal filter or Q-Multiplier can develop adequate selectivity, & once you have enough gain to hear the atmospheric noise level, more gain is not only superfluous, but apt to lead to overloadng & images. Once at that point, the only important difference between RXs are ease of operation, calibration accuracy, longevity of service, etc. Think twice before scrapping your old RX - repair is cheaper than replacement, & if once repaired, it's still unsatisfactory, it's worth more as a trade-in anyway.

Rich Heald - 753 Arbor Drive - San Leandro, California - 94577

Hi troops! It's been a while since my last musing, so here's DX for the last three weeks or so. DX for 1/9- KGAN, KXLY, KOLU, 1/11- WCAU, WFLZ. 1/12- KOWV KBGO KVXN KCOY KDRC
1/13- KERN KXOE KPH FRR KHIM WQRA KHAL, 1/16- KRLC. 1/17- KLUB, 1/13- KUGN, 1/19- KGW KCLS XTRA KHFM. 1/20- KOHO GEX KOKX KALB KLOU KTEK KHOW. 1/24- KRAF. 1/26-
WOGX KFXY KJLX KJDR KCY. 1/27- KOZE KBRO KBOF KFHK WQY KIKI WTV QCLS KXWB & WLY-800
Rotaura, N.Z. From 1/30 to 2/7- KATK KGAL KGOM KXXP KGBO. Veres have been pouring in
for a change, sometimes I'm getting as many as four in a day. Veres, v/l: KERN KGLM KEED WRR KTOE KPOE KHAL KUGN KDAN KSNN WQRC KAIK WQXR KPHF KGAL KVIP KTRR KHS KFXF KBRO
KOZE KDRR, v/q from: KOOW WQV WQFL CKM KLZ CBE CEL KFXF KRLC KXLM KELA WTV QCLS & WTH. Also a v/l from KBAT. After re-counting number of stations logged and
crossing out tentative, my total now stands at 342/210. That's 64% verified. During
the past few weeks, that percentage has ranged from the low of 53% to its present high
of 64%. I'm hoping to have my average up to 75% by the end of this year. I also have a
goal of 300 veres by the end of '64. Thanks to Mort Meyhan & Don Erickson for the
SOCs & thanks for the letters from Ken Butterfield, Dallas John, Bob Pietsch, & Ernie.
I'll try to answer them as soon as possible. To Ken B., I have SOC's from KIV WKNR KFXM
WJRK WHAY & CKGW. I got my WNKR WHAY & WJRK from mort meyhan who in turn got them from
you. Oh, by any chance is Bob Butterfield at KVIP related to you, Ken? I'm trying to
arrange a DX TEST at either KBW or KABL. Also, KERN might be making a test. The DJ
at KERN seems interested in DX. He asked me to describe the NRC & tell about the broad
cast industry in the bay area. He said he used to use his GE six band RX & make note of
the stations he heard, but never knew that there was a club that practices DX as a
hobby. So maybe I can get a DJ into the NRC. Hey Ernie, where are most of the NYC RXs?
I heard someone say they were mostly in the Jersey fields; is that right? (Yes, ERC
files, what is a good bet for a N.J., Conn. R.I. or Del. station? About my images. I
really did have 54 images at one time but this was caused by some thing wrong in my ES
& nearby RXs had nothing to do with it. I do however, get images all the time from
KSPF KFAX & KHS & sometimes KDF. But this accounts for only about four images. I'm
just keeping my fingers crossed hoping nothing serious will hit my RX before the DX
season is over. 73s.

WE'RE WELL INTO THE SECOND HALF OF THE SO-CALLED DX SEASON. LET'S ALL KDF SWELLING
THE SIZE OF DX NEWS BY SENDING IN THOSE REPORTS. DEADLINE FOR MUSINGS, EVERY TUESDAY.
No 2/1 DX NEWS yet; it's 2/9 now. P.O.'s back to normal, I guess. Some DX: 3/1- KASH-1600 s/o @ 3:07. 2/2- HJFD-520 @ 4:25, JGKX-840 faint 5:10-5:20 for first Jag, country #15 heard. Vladivostok-593 fades in as loud as 550 mess. On 560 after 5 s/o of KSFO there were three stations, one was WQAM, a second had a phone-in program, from 5:40 to 6, anybody know who? 2/3- XERF-630 for first 660 here @ 2:43, unk SSB-1010 @ 2:59. KCMF? Station seemed to be on 1570 as KXSM was uninhibited, I thought KDAY off frequency, but maybe KRSA? KXXX-1450 r/c from 3:30-3:45, CMCI-1260 "miraculous" loud at times, JUSB-830 @ 4:35 briefly with a slow talker. Could find no 5am s/o's so went to bed. 2/5- TGUX-1020 fade-in briefly in EE through KDKA @ 9:45pm EST, much wanted, country #16. 2/8- KYVA-1230 surprise @ 6:22, mixing Navajo & EE, 7am s/o's: Unk 1350, KSRV-1380 KVON-1440, went into SS, KGKH-1350, all unm. KTOK-1000 @ 7:15, TGJ-880 7:21, WCBS-880 breaking through w/NX @ 7:30; first two 880 stations heard. KDEO was off for the first non-IM in history, I think. SS-1320 @ 7:40, KBLU? SS 1450, got ID as XEXH 50, KRSA-1570 testing w/o/ w/tx, ID @ 7:53, KVBD-1240 s/o @ 7:58, unm XERG-1240 ID 55, not Don E. KHEL-1250 beat KVEL @ 7:58. A request to make: One of my other has been map collecting. Could SOME (please not all 300-plus) of you, preferably one from each large city send any gas station street map of your city? I'll be glad to reimburse the postage costs. School starts this MM, but no 8 o'clock classes this semester so I might DX. I have 17 units next semester, 14 upper division DX & the other three engineering. "wishful thinking, perhaps. Anybody besides Paul Barto got a Beatles wig yet? Totals, 511 heard, 602 SCs. 73s.

George Junak - 1606 North Altadena Drive - Pasadena, California - 91107

Here's my good old tuning for you! Hello everyone - I'm back agin. Greetings from the NRC's youngest DXer, me! What a always happens to my bulletin? It's already Thursday & I haven't got it yet. Now a tiny bit of new DX. 1/26- KMJ-540 11:00pm. 2/3- KRLZ-1230 5:44am. KNAX-1340 6:13am. KTIP-1450 6:23am. XERF-1570 6:29. KOVL-1490 cam in pretty good on my Sony eight transistor, 6:30am. KRUX-1350 3:30am. WWJL-370 7am. All of the times above, EST. I'm always going to use EST. 2/6- KRSO-940 6:19am EST. That is all my DX. The mailman hasn't been good to me. I haven't got a verie since about 1/15. That's about all for this tuning. 73s & best DX to all. Oh yes - reports still out since the beginning of the new year: KRUX KSFO KNAK KMJ KRIZ KHOS.

Henry J. Wilkinson Jr. - 6622 Besan Avenue - North Hollywood, California

Between Jury Duty in Los Angeles & work I haven't had much time for DXing this week. Last week's signals to the E were strong but those to the S & W were either weak or none at all. The mailman stopped several times, leaving veries from YVLL-570, "Radio Notte", Liberia, Costa Rica-1505 (in EE) & YVGR-1020 in EE. The Foreign DX Contest is going "great guns" due to the efforts of Dave Pope, Ben Dangerfield, Ron Schiller, Dave Gleason, Ed Krejny, Roy Miller & Clarence Freeman. The success of this year's contest is due to the great percentage of veries from LA stations. This has always been a "sore spot" with most DXers. Always support the real workers of the NRC - Ray Edge, Ernie Cooper, Pete Taylor, Ev Johnson, etc.

George Greene - 1527 Sunset Avenue - Akron, Ohio - 44319

Hi all! To new stations or reports sent this time. Only one is from WTIX-390. Have many f/ups to be sending out. CX seem to be pretty poorly. E/W stations are about all I've been getting lately, with no new ones. Sent for VJ Log last week & hope to get it soon. The WX here since 1/19 has been almost perfect, with few exceptions. There has been no snow at all on the ground since then, except for a two-day-long trace last week. This is probably the cause of the bad CX. I have two questions: Could anyone tell me how to make something to reject fluorescent light interference on the RX end? Also, if any SCs have SCs from June, July or August 1969, I will be glad to trade them something valuable (a valuable SC, that is) for it. This is the only gap in my collection of dates. Also I have lots of WAKR WHLO WLEE KNAX WOKY WAKS KRYN SCs, plus many more, so write for some. 73.

Don Eggert - 1925 East Bowman - South Bend, Indiana - 46613

Not much to report this time (as usual), ni! DX dropped off the last couple of weeks. 1/16- 5:36am, WATO. 5:37, WSAL. 1/23- 1:14am, WKDA. 1/53, KGRI, f/c. 9pm, EST. 1/24- WFTN 1:58am. WAED 1:00, f/c. 1/28- 6:42am, WHEF. CHEF, 9:15. Verified are KFAB WBT WTIX WNNX WFTB (three months) WCTT WERD WGGH WKAM. (WAM is going unlimited soon). Also WJOK WCCO WRVA. Why does everybody get Barbados except me? Till next time, 73, and good DX.
February 15, 1964

Wayne Plunkett - 12a John Street - Weston, Ontario.

[Paragraph cut off]

Many thanks to all you Mewers who have replied to some of my many questions of the past few months. Veries that have been reported in 1/4 include v/c from CKBM-730 CJOX-940 WIS-560 WXW-1800 KMON-560 CKRC-530 KSL-1120 CKN-1200 CNBE-550 KGO-810 WIP-1410 WBE-710 WQAM-560 WREG-560 CKEY-1310 KNIR-950 CJOE-1200 WPSB-1370 & CFAC-960. V/have come in from WFRP-1800 Barbados-795 WPPA-1360 (extremely friendly & meaningful) WHOF-1050 CKW-710 TFSY-1580 WFTC-960 WMCH-1360 WFR-560 (heard on RS) WDEI-1150 KKZ-1480 (first report from Great Lakes area this year) WEDO-810 WITZ-990 WKG-710 CKGB-860 WGAN-560 PDX-1750 WDD-800 KYSA-1220 (a goodie for RS) CKX-1150 CFLY-1370 (mentions weekly test MM but I've only heard it once) KKEI-800 (one of my best yet - farthest they've ever been reported on RS) WNDL-640 WSIG-790 WQTE-560 KEO-1320 (mentions gained from antenna system gives them an ERP of 13,600w from a 5,000w XR as stated in SDIR book) WSA-1580 WNHO-890 WJUN-1220 (another real nice one) WAG-1410 (very informative) WPLC-590 KF5-950 CHER-1570 (only B.C. #2) WHOM-1480 WNF-1440 (having very good luck with Pa, as almost every verie a dandy) & WRIC-540. Latest DX is mainly MM: 1/18- XADD-1270 s/off 6/15 in the cleared. 1/19- Added first new catch on 1240 in ages when WJEJ was briefly heard around 4:55pm; WAX-1220 o/WGR at times 5pm; log on WME-1450 from 5:16-5:28 s/off. 1/20- Didn't make it up until 3am at which time I heard a "Kissin' Radio" atop 1340 with Action Central NX & sports, I believe maybe just WKBN but wondering if it could have been KYCN as per Bernie Duffy's musing. First new Ohio catch since Oct. was WHQK-1320 with ID on ET = 3:06; no WANS-1280 DX as strictly CHIQ with WCON strong second; KWC-1270 made it quite nicely after 3:40 when unID TT went off - nice program; f/up to KRS-950 on their DX which made it with little trouble. 1/21- ID from wise-1480 = 12:25 on r/c. 1/22- WDD-800 even with KCLW at 5:58. 1/23- ID from WNF-1440 on their r/c 12:34; SS u/WAXK-1590 @ 12:40 - unusual; WBC-1280 o/wfeme WGAR for log 8:28-8:32mm; CJKL-560 with best signal ever at SSS; FF-900 prominent u/CNML again - still having trouble with ID. 1/24- CKEY-590 off RS with just OG after 1am so KY-580 making it easily; CJOX-940 u/CBMA again but log would be difficult; KUNT-1580 from over-powering CBE 1:20; second new catch on 1220 in successive Alh WGMN-1220 but only one ID *7:43. 1/25- TT-1390 s/off 1:35 unumbly needed KCMN but no ID; WJCO-1510 s/on 8:01. 1/26- #AVL-910 s/on 7:01, WTWN-1580 s/off 5:43. KRC-1560 6:13-6:17 rough u/WQXR. 73.

Roger Winsor - 3306 South Clinton - Berwyn, Illinois - 60403

This den has been quieter lately than the last couple of weeks but at least veries are coming in a bit better. Received this week are WCCF WGSB KGPC WKKD & WIZZ. One week no veries from Illinois, the next there are three. Veries off to WXXK WKPR WGDY CMRY. WDGY has been coming in like a great big bomb the last few nights. My expensive curiosity finally got the best of me. Yeah, I called them up. I spoke to a DJ while he was doing his show & he mentioned they have received other calls & many letters from the Chicago area lately. The reasons for their strange power at night is that they had a hard freeze & then a strong thaw & it completely goofed up their nine-tower directional array & they're protecting the N now - nobody up there on 1380 though. I pick them up easily on my small transistor. Lots of TT, no IDs lately. New stations are WKPR finally, & WXXK. Did anybody get an ID out of that 1260 station &ing & almost all MM 2/3? Others include 1340 TT s/on 11:05 mentioning 1340 kc/s. & 1,000/250, then TT for ten minutes. KRTA TT per f/c list. Oh yes, WNMC & WNOO heard for new ones s/on MM too. KGB finally ID-ed after testing for three hours @ 4am. KGMB-610 heard & also ID heard, but softly I could only hear KGCM & N.M. said. Too much WIP/WGN mush in background. So far I've sent out 32 veries, received 48, so as long as I keep up I'll be happy. 2/6-1570 testing with mx, no ID. WILAV also heard. Who s/on 7:30 on 1530 with Lord's Prayer? I know WTMN has SSB, so it's not they. Also another 1530 at the same time, but too much WCKY for either ID. WJUD s/on 1580 7:30 too. KCMN finally heard & so I can get a letter off to them for another MM. varsie. Just a mention, 2/4 AM 7-9 EST brought 17 TV stations from five states with Toledo best of all. It was very foggy & damp. I'd like to correspond with anyone about this summer's TV action. Letters from Emile Wescowilowski with info as to new KNEE Lincoln. Also a million CMs from Ev. Today, 2/6, a piece from Wayne Plunkett, asking if CKEY gets out on new frequency. Answer is, WOW really blasts them, but they have been heard, but not anywhere as often as when on 580. Now CKY & WELO fight it out. Guess I've taken up about enough space, so 73s.

WE'D LIKE TO REMIND YOU TO SEND IN YOUR LATEST V/S WHEN MUSING, BUT PLEASE ASK SURE OF THE SPELLING OF THE NAMES. ALSO, PLEASE USE A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER. THANK YOU.
Any of you wonder just what my "YTO" verie in Foreign Contest Standings, DX NEWS of 2/1 was? Should have read "ATO"; have yet to hear "YTO"! Also in the same issue, remarks after 1460-3YW in IDXX should have read "most distant 2kw N.Z. & best"; all the 4s of course being more distant. No criticism, Pete - you are doing a grand job with what seems to me to be a new high in volume of loggings reported week in & week out in IDXX. Note on front page of same issue of DX NEWS prompts me to speak out - I trust that no member of the NRC is in any way responsible for reporting standards indicated in WLOB item. As for myself, & I know many others, it is physically impossible to get reports postmarked as promptly as midnight on ion station is heard. If any member attempts to encourage a station to set such requirements, he is doing a deed-service to our hobby, & should be told. Please lads - don't forget that this is a HOBBY; there are other things in life that must be given their rightful place. If there are cheaters in our midst, & I don't believe there are, I personally feel they will not find their interest long-lasting, for the simple reason that there surely is very little pleasure in reminiscing over veries obtained in a fraudulent manner. I trust this thought will be taken in the spirit it is given - a spirit of constructive criticism, if criticism at all. I've thoroughly enjoyed this HOBBY for upwards of a quarter century & find even now that I am faced with one of my biggest battles of "DX Survival". If I don't lick my "buzz" problem that has recently reared its ugly head, I might as well hang up the phones! OK, off the "soap-box" & down to domestic DX since last report. Hm - not a cotton-picking thing! No foreign either, although I do keep getting traces of Russian on 666 kc/s, around 9:30-10am. Veries: KRCB-1560 CBUB-900 & CJJC-850. To Johnny Oldfield - I am happy to amongst these "quaint few" who have some of the lower-over relays verified, such as above-noted CBUB. Your term "Relay Jungle" is highly accurate; 860 kc/s is by far the worst offender here, as there appears to be quite a variation of frequency among these stations. Likewise 730 & 900 a problem at times. On any frequencies where I have two such stations verified, this is due to fact that a newer closer relay has come on the air subsequent to verifying what at the time of logging was closest station on that channel. GBC Vancouver has gone along on this theory of verifying closest of relays on a given channel. 73.

Ben Dangerfield III - 202 Governors' Drive - Sprout Estates - Chester, Penna.-19013

I just noted Ernie's comment in 2/1 Musings re an FF station on 1304 kc/s, on 1/27 from 6:15-7pm. This should be SeNEGAL, which uses FF & is on at that time. However, you thought it might be Oran, & I did notice Oran on 1304 that evening at 7:50, but very definitely not Arabic. So take another look, if possible. DX here was above average on 1/27. On MM, many fine TAs, including EAJB-1025, San Sebastian, Spain from 2-3am. No DX here from CB114; CHI was atop 1140 & CKXL clearly in the background. I did have CB114 in the clear several months ago. On the evening of 1/27, my catch of the week, Radio Kishinev-998, Moldavian S.S.R. at 9:55pm s/on, & several minutes thereafter. I then tuned to 935 kc/s, where Agadir, Morocco was holding forth, & noted a station behind it, which covered Agadir momentarily at 10:22, speaking Russian, so was probably LvoV, Ukrainian S.S.R. but I didn't have anything reportable. Vilnius-1106 was heard briefly at 10:40pm. On 1/28 there were many TAs coming in between 11-12pm, some very clearly, but none that were new. 2/1, likewise, was a good TA night. MM 2/3 was omnidirectional, with KORL-550 strong 2-2:30; CKLG-730 good 2:30-3; & ZTH26-1410, Fortaleza Brazil, IDing as Radio Verdes Mares, very clear from 3 to nearly 4am. I worked one over this evening, 2/8, on 865 kc/s, but it turned out to be Lisbon on late to 10pm. They usually s/off at 8:00 Saturday & 7:00 other days. My most recent veries are from Marcelle-674 (letter & picture of XR); Radio Eireann, Athlone-566 (letter, station info & detailed log for 12/23); Radio Norte-1305, Liberia, Costa Rica, (letter & postcard). Ireland, by the way, was a real toughie to get, & is verified country #79.

Russell J. Edmunds - 24 Roeslyn Court - Little Silver, New Jersey - 07739

No DX due to the fact that my lead-in & antenna are separated. Veries in: CNV WADS WNWJ. Anybody want two 1956 RCA 1-xtal CB rigs, measure 8x6x6" probably one watt, squeal, 48" ante comp. spkr/mic; 12 or 110V.? $30 per each, two for $55 - list price $40.- .. Tell someone any extras of anybody would be appreciated here. (K. Buttefield, where are those I asked about?) Hey Ernie, where's my 2/1 copy of DX NEWS? Congrats on the last page of it which I read out of RBS copy! 73s.

Roy Barstow - 16 Harding Road - Walpole, Massachusetts - 02081

Good news here in the form of a v/1 from EAK41-1295 Radio Coruna, Spain. They said my report was exact & thanked me for it. They enclosed a beautiful gold & silver (P. B.)
Hi everyone! DXing has been scarce due to illness but hope to get going again soon. I am finally getting my catches up to date in Musings. Here are those since the first of the year:

1/1 - KOOK-970 RS 4:07am; XEFX-630 RS 4:25; WBCG-1430 s/off; WCFC-1320 RS 5:53; WJAZ-960 s/off; WJXK-1280 RS 6:18; WJUN-1380 RS 6:56; WSKV-1390 s/off 7:30; WPIC-1590 RS 7:30; 1/2 - KDHN-1470, Dimmitt, Texas 500w. D testing new station 2:10 with IDs quite often. KYND-1580 ET 50kw. non-directional 2:15; KPOJ-1330 RS 4:05; 1/5 - KQTH-980 r/c 3:30am; WNOC-1200 DX 3:54 mentioned gold courses; Radio Barbades-795 s/off 4:58. 1/12 - WOPC-560 s/off 6:05. 1/13 - KBFR-1310 r/c 2:10; KRAJ-550 r/c 2:30; KVISL-1340 r/c 2:39; XEAO-910 2:53; KELY-1230 3:15; WADN 4:00 Pop 3:32; KTOE-1200 RS AN 5:35; KBCG-1390 RS AN 4:02; KLEK-1340 r/c 4:10; KSJB-620 RS AN 5:40. 1/15 - KSRW-940 RS 4:30 pm. 1/18 - CFAC-960 RS AN 3:51am (with KABEL off); WJAZ-960 s/off SB 5:03; WJKY-960 s/off 6:12; KPAC-1260 RS 6:35; XEJ-790 RS 7:16; KSTA-1000 RS 7:54; KAPR-930 s/off 8am. 1/19 - KEMA-1240 s/off SS 3:15; CHQM-1320 RS 5:27; KMON-560 RS 6:45. 1/20 - KSTA-1390 s/off 2am; KWT-1420 r/c 2:00; KLMX-1450 r/c 2:37; KJUX-1290 r/c 4:01; KNOT-1450 r/c 4:18; WIRC-630 s/off 4:59; WJRO-1290 s/off (through XEMN OC) 5:00. 1/28 - KVISL-1470 s/off 5:27; WISK-1390 s/off 5:31; WSIR-1300 s/off 5:32; WNPT-1280 s/off 5:59. 1/26 - KOAL-1450 RS with special OBS program 4am. 1/27 - KPAL-1450 RS 3:02; KCEH-1140 RS 3:20; KWKH-1260 DX 3:35; KRAJ-1090 RS 5:00; WEDQ-1370 s/off 5:08; WJKB-1410 s/off 5:15; KXOL-630 RS 5:08; WSAV-630 RS 6:08; KXNO-1370 s/off 6:30. 1/30 - KIBF-1240 s/off 8:15pm; XEDX-1010 RS 9pm. 1/31 - KKEY-1450 (noted AN several times lately) RS 5:28; KJUX-970 RS 7:30; KMON-1440 RS 7:52; KJUX-560 RS 8:25am; KSKY-660 RS 8:30. 2/2 - CGJX-940 (within KWR0ff!) RS 5:19; unid SS 702 from 6:20-6:30. Have tape. Help, some one! KVAN-1490 s/off 7:02; XEII-1420 RS 7:10; CJNB-1050 (frequency change from 1460) s/off 8:30 really booming in; KPCF-1240 100w. through KREN seven miles away with 250w. RS 1:30pm. 2/3 - KXOL-1450 r/c 3:35; KYSS-910 r/c ID in CW w/23; WIRE-1540 RS 5:05; WGH-1310 RS 5:59; KUBO-1310 s/off 6am with SS, no EE; KARA-1310 s/off 6:00; KTEE-1260 s/off 6:02; KJUX-1400 r/c 6:21; KMCQ-630 s/off 7:05. 2/4 - WEBT-1320 s/off 6am. Just barely room for all catches. WCPC still on 1320. Will change to 940 about 2/15. XEFX is still on 630. Don't know when it will go to 710. Thanks everybody for the letters. 73.

Ralph M. Johannes - 11 East Chippewa Street - Buffalo, New York - 14203

To WBS in N.J., I don't go for your way of mailing without proper address. As to Broadcasting Yearbook, cost $5, 75% of members have not got this, nor do over 20% have a split frequency RX. On 1/20, WWSF/WFB Specials heard. On 1140 only KCRX AN showed here. Received KRSI-Special, the mimeo fill-in v/1. A printed/dated (no signer) WEII-960 5kw. v/q from New Haven, Conn. Mimeo v/1, WTRN-1340-DX said D.E.Pope, Crescent Beach, S.C. got prize. V/1, MN, SC by KEYS-1440-DX Corpus Christi, Tex., mentions on test was with 1kw. non-directional (same as days) but is 500w. N & directional then. V/1 by WBNP-1230 Milwaukee Broadcasting Co., 1701 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 3, Wis, CE says 24 hours, NSP; their v/1 has, "In St. Louis, it's KFX, 5kw. on 1380 kc/s., printed on the bottom." '84 Yearbook came 2/1 & is tops. Seventy-tree tses.

NOT TOO MANY OF YOU IN THIS WEEK'S ISSUE - LET'S KEEP SENDING IN YOUR MUSINGS, ALL OF WHICH ARE WELCOME, NOT JUST BY YOUR EDITOR, BUT BY YOUR FELLOW MEMBERS WHO WANT ALL THE DX INFO THEY CAN GET. REMEMBER, TUESDAYS ARE THE DEADLINE DATES HERE IN BROOKLYN.
Chief Engineer John L. Barton writes to tell us he is fixing to do some transmitter and antenna tests on the morning of Monday, Feb. 24th. WARO will run a half-hour test starting at one minute after midnight, and will then be conducting on/off-type testing until 3:00 a.m., when they will come back on the air. They will play band music selections frequently, and also make some IDs in Morse Code to help you ID their test signal. CEK is believed silent on Monday mornings, & we think that certainly by 4 a.m. there will be no one on 540 to interfere except WDAK. Address is WARO Radio, 129 Marion Drive, Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, and our thanks to Mr. Barton, who has had some fine new QSL (verification) cards printed up for the DX fans.

E. COOPER

On the same morning, Mr. James H. Perry, Chief Engineer of WFAW-940 is also planning some extensive equipment checks; and his station will begin at one minute after midnight (C.S.T.) and be on until 12:30 (1:30 E.S.T.) and then after making many adjustments and short test runs, will come back to test the "finished product" for a half hour from 3:00 to 3:30 E.S.T. This station is seldom DXed, as they have no early-morning frequency check sked, and this will be a great chance to hear them. CEM & possibly CJGX & WINZ may be on too - we're not sure of the latter two. Our thanks for this info, Mr. Perry!

J. FELA

We have no further info on this one set for Wednesday 2/26. Their Chief Engineer, KV4BO, will be looking for reports, but he said "in the absence of QRM, " WCFI's 50kw, however, should be enough QRM for anybody. We are hoping this date may be changed to a Monday when WCFI is off. Maybe later info in next week's DX NEWS. But, give 'em a try on 2/26 anyway!

LARRY VOCT

This program was broadcast on Monday 2/17, and info was in last week's issue on the DX Down the Dial page. They are hoping for many reports on this DX show, as normally they are off the air from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. A pretty rough channel, but we hope many heard this program and sent their reports to Mr. Ken Moffitt, Chief Engineer, whom we thank for this special DX. S. KRIEGER

**ADDITIONAL DX-TESTS FOLLOW:**

| Mon. Feb. 24 | C F L V 1370 | Valleyfield, Quebec | 1,000 | 3:30 - 4:00 (weekly) |
| Mon. Mar. 2 | W A R D 1490 | Johnstown, Pennsylvania | 250 | 3:30 - 4:00 W N R C |
| Sun. Mar. 8 | C F S E 1425 | Senneterre, Quebec | 50 | 1:00 - 3:00 (all DXers) |

**OFF - 1410 W P O P**

Correction: WBIC-1080 started their AN show by 10 & will be silent Sunday mornings and not Mondays as we listed last week. Silent Sats, 1-5am.

HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE - 1470 K D H N Dimmitt, Texas (NRC)

Dane Oved - 560 Grover Cleveland Highway - Buffalo, New York - 14226

Very little DX since last week, either only ten new loggings. Here they are: 2/2 - WZYX-1440 6:30p m s/off; KVGE-1590 7:15 when they changed pattern; KLOE-730 7:28 using most. This is my first MT daytimer at SSS. 2/3 - CBBX-1011 2:01am with AN stop u.CTWB; KETA-1340 2:38 r/c; CFV-1370 ET 2:49; KEK-1190 3:03; KAAK-1600 u/CW & jammer @ 3:45; KH0S-940 u/CBBM. 2/5 - WBOA-1480 6:25pm. That does it for now, 73s & bes: DX to all.

Ernest R. Cooper - 438 East 21 Street - Brooklyn, New York - 11235

HQ-180 back & feeling fine, & me too. Veris, v/l from WIBU-1510 & BHEB-334 for of course, a new country. Not much DX. 2/9, unu KVCO-1560 ET/M @ 2:45. 2/9 - SS s/off 1190 @ 2:02 w/ a National Anthem, either Colombia's or Venezuela's, leaving a weak Mexican, KERR, I think. No report possible. Tier on 1560 IDed a 2:35, too weak to know who. Portugal-1594 (CSB4) in 2:42. 2/10 - CSB2-1594 s/an 1:58am, much rr. To me Portuguese sounds like SS with a Russian accent, hi, and no offense meant - it just sounds that way to me. MYSERY ET/M on 1600 much of AN, no IDs. Brasilian, unID, on 1410 @ 2:56 with either another one or an SS underneath. HBJI-840 seemed to be AN, maybe for pre-Lieutenant fiesta. PREP9-640.(unm) 3:17 ET/M 953 3:22 no IDs. 3:34-3:59. Anybody ID this one? I hope? 150 ET with mostly beautiful hymns; no IDs, 3:34-3:59. Anybody ID this one? I hope? 150 ET.
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Send all "TIPS" to Ev. Johnson, 504-16th St., Mendota, Ill 61342 (E. S.T.)

FREQ CALL REMARKS
1070 WFLZ Toledo, Ohio F/C ev WED 0130-0145 (Eric Bristow-Fla)
1300 WTHT Hazleton, Penn will again test, no time or day given so it
is suggested you check the same time and day as their test
was in January. Says more IDs will be made.
1540 WJMJ Philadelphia, Penn S/on SUN at 0700 (Brauner-Pa)
1550 WEXT W Hartford, Conn. FEB S/on is at 0645 (Brauner)(Brauner)
1560 WTBQ Toledo, Ohio SUN S/on at 0645 - 15 min ahead of WQXR
1570 WDEW Westfield, Mass DEB S/on is 0645 (Brauner)
1580 WLIJ Shelbyville, Tenn S/OFF FEB at 6:30 PM (Brauner)
1600 WHRY Elizabethtown, Penn is the one you heard on 2/1/64 a Call
Change (Brauner)

A SUGGESTION

How about sending in all the definite known F/Cs known along with
all F/Cs you hear that are listed in our 1964 F/C list. This way each
member can keep an up to date F/C list and by checking this column it
would be a world of information when the next F/C list is prepared. We
have found in the past that stations do change their test times, not
all of them but some and by a constant check by all active members the
1964 F/C list can be kept pretty well up to date at all times. However
we do ask that you be sure as to time and date of all F/Cs you submit.
Also any data on hearing a new station come on the air will also be
appreciated and will help others hear them while they might still be on
their equipment test period. Thanks and good DX. Ev Johnson.

---

The Feb 1st DX NEWS

From cards received by Pop it looks as if some of the DX News for
Feb 1 1964 got delayed some where along the line. Lets be thankful this
does not happen very often. I am very sorry to say that I am unable to
send another copy to those who have written in. The reason for this is
that the obtaining of 12 NEW MEMBERS at that time took every extra is-


,sue that was on hand. However from past experiences it has been noted
that a missing issue will eventually turn up, so lets hope the same
thing happens this time. As to running off a lot of extra copies each
issue would only tend to increase the yearly costs of mineo paper and
also it has been found that it is rare that they are used up, thus the
waste paper pile becomes very high in a short time. Just in case any
one fails to receive that Feb 1st issue the only thing I can offer is
that their membership will be extended 1/2 month. So if you happen to
be one of those, drop me a card at the end of this month. Ray.

For the benefit of our newer members I would like to say that DX-
NEWS is mailed every Saturday morning, on date of issue. It is deliver-
ed to the Kensington P.O. no later than 8:10 AM and after that it is
out of my hands. The only times this is changed is when a Postal Holiday
falls on a Saturday, then your DX News is mailed the day before, Friday.
The only other Saturday that was missed was when one of our Editors
stencils got held up in the P.O. and did not arrive until Saturday AM.
However that issue was mailed early Sunday morning at our main P.O. and
it got going and all turned out O.K.

Thanks to all you members who have faithfully sent in that .15¢
when you have a change of address. This saves the club the cost of the
new plate and yet it only affects those who have an address change.
So good DX to all and best wishes and good health, and support your
Editors as they can only get to all members what they receive from the
active DXers.

FLASH: THE NRCI IS IN NO WAY CONNECTED WITH THE N.R.C. IN BUFFALO N.Y.
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like conditions have changed a bit, according to the number of reports in this
3k. Hope next week is more
fruitful.
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2.
K.Lackey

3.
A.Cushen

4.
K.Robinson

5.
C.M.Stanbury

6.
K.Gear y

7.
H.Holbrook

8.
B.Dangerfield

9.
B.Rotaum

10.
S.Morss

11.
S.Johnson

12.
H.Gustafson

13.
D.Pope

14.
R.Moore

15.
N.Maguire

16.
H.J.Wilkinson

17.
D.Roys

18.
R.Millar

19.
G.Allen

20.
D.Gleason

21.
F.VanVoorhees

22.
J.Gangler

23.
L.Godwin

24.
C.Freeman

25.
C.P.Atherton

26.
M.Ashby

27.
A.Rugg

28.
F.Meyer

29.
R.Sperry

30.
R.Duggan

31.
H.Williams

32.
M.Robbins

33.
M.Nittler

34.
R.Stone

35.
R.Biss

36.
E.Johnson

37.
R.Willis

38.
R.Schiller

39.
S.Steele

40.
D.John

41.
F.Wheeler

42.
J.Schwartz

43.
W.Goldy

44.
J.Kruse

45.
S.McLaughlan

46.
J.Oldfield

47.
B.Woodfield

48.
P.Rizzo

NOTE
(A): The above listings are from your up-to-date record cards. If any of you
detect any errors, please contact me and advise with full explanation. (B): Would like
to include some of you "old-timers" if you would bring your records up to date. YOU
KNOW WHO YOU ARE. Just write and advise latest info. (C): This listing is a record of your
accomplishments on BCB DX over the years. I like the job so let's keep it fertile
and keep it GROWING each season. (D): Some of you are counting zeroes in your totals
where you have DXed on both Coasts. Please give this some thought and advise me of
your comments on the subject -- HANK WILKINSON.
IHHV Bogota, COLOMBIA "R.Nacional Colombiana" atop most of eve 2/4, fine sig (BD)

Bulgaveshchensk, USSR fair 1200 2/7, 3 pips & tone time sig, IS that contrary to previous report, I believe to be same as R.Moscow 54b-629 (etc) (RMF); Chinese 0600, ylme pips 0700 (GR)

Madrid, SPAIN verie for 12/3 rpt month (DF) [Madrid now on 917, mid-Dec.-pt)

Pieternaritzburg, S.AFRICA logged 12/23 0313-0114, pop concert, EE (MNRC)

Softens, SWITZERLAND verified 12/10 report for country #52 (DP)

R.Peking, CHINA Chinese mx under WJR/CMGD 0615 2/3 (GR)

Ramey APF, P.R. logged 1/27 s/on 1157, excellent, verie back in 4 days, saih HD calls not used, just AFRTS (Raney) (DP)

CSB9 Nicaragua, PORTUGAL uses calls 2030 s/off, otherwise its "R.Clube" (BD) 1073-72 MISTERY...Colombian hrd 2/3 0054 w/ID, "R.something" Barranquilla. S5, a bit above CBA. S/off seems 0L00(RM) (H.C.H. Barranquilla, "Em.Atlantico" ?-pt) 1068-Droitwich, GR.BRITAIN verified 12/10 rpt in 2d4 hours (DP)

JOFP Kitami, JAPAN very strong 0310 2/3, well over U.S. stations (GR) 1165- SWAN IS."R.Americas" hrd 0125 2/3 S7 man/woman; 1st time heard in year/RM(1244) Brookman Park, GR.BRITAIN verifie, 12/10 report, 5 wks (DP)

EAJll LaCoruna, SPAIN V/L & pennant for 11/24/63 report. It stated "an excellent report & certainly my best from Spain, 2kw. Now country, too" (GR) 1376-Lille, FRANCE verified 12/11 report in only 6 days (DP)

ZY826 Fortaleza, BRAZIL in clear 2/3 0315-0350, "R.Verdes Marcos" & solid (BD) 1502-Warsaw, POLAND hrd 1/27, excellent sup plus OLO0, louder than KSTP (RB) TINU Liberia, COSTA RICA. EE V/L v/s Mateo Chavez Hernandez, in charge of P.R. (HJW) "$R.Norte de Guanacaste" Specifics 1505. Believe they'll QSL good EE rpts 1510- R.Peking, CHINA hrd in Chinese 0153 2/3 under CC; time pips 0500 (GR) 1538-Dakar, SENEGAL hrd 1/26 good sigs after 0200. Dropped out fast, no log (RB) 1533-Mainflingen, W.GERMANy troubleshoots dot to KOBG on good TI nights and often separable. First ID'd 1/6 OL05 (JLJ) 1554-Nice, FRANCE Paris RTF verie 11 days. Bost TA, OK about every other nite(JM)

Covilha, PORTUGAL often good 0200 s/on-0300. 1/25, better than 665 (BD) 1578-CBSL Porto, PORTUGAL verified 12/13 report in a month (DP) 1580-2WN Wollongon, AUS. ABC 3rd Net, ID OL59 1/28, ahead of WCLS s/on, KBO under; KMD Hermosillo, MEX. verified 12/31 report (JP) 1586- Oldenburg, W.GERMANy. Hope someone from WEEZ-1590("very local) was listening midnight 1/2h for pointers on good mx & transmission (RB); hrd 1/26 0155-02: & best TA ever hrd for logging purposes, S3-7, otry #32 hrd (FM!); logged 1/24 2335-0005 in German. Reported immediately (RM)

5CB4 Lisbon, PORTUGAL verified 12/10 report (DJ)

AROUND THE WORLD: CLIMATELINE:"R.Libertad" moved from 1550 to 1400. Box 210, Oce View Branch, Miami, Fla. Sked 0600-1200, 1900-0100(RS/RX). W.GERMANy-Saar-1/421 now 300 kw. Off air only Sun. thru Thu. 2000-2300. "Europawelle Saar" T5 (LAR); VOA has ceased on T119 since Feb.1 & vcs now on SW(RSXK). What is now on 1195-06? (BU) ETONIAN 5S.S.R.-Tallinn now 1193, Moscow pgg & foreign (LAR); R.S.S.R.-USSR-WRH-61 now lists 1250 as Khabarovsk & 5U8629 as Vladivostok. FSBS still says Khabarovsk-629 (BU) NOTES: Some of you aren't reporting! The column is only as good as your contribution makes it. Names & addresses of last 2 wks contributors next week. W/R dances Dave Gleason has refused the club permission to use material in his LA list or amendments...